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The practical prologue to the Arusha
Declaration has been as long established and as evi
dent as the ideological. Independent Tanzania has
consistently pursued policies designed to increase
the scope of the public sector" to vast control over
the economy in Tanzanian hands" and to provide oppor
tunities for fuller lives to all Tanzanians" not just to
a narrow elite. Before February 1967 the choices of
action and of pace were both more narrowly pragmatic
and more cautiously deliberate than they have become
since. In practice the successes as well as the
limitations of earlier actions have contributed to the
ability to undertake and the need to attempt a more
radical and faster-paced phase of socio-economic
change.

Through a series of purchases and joint ventures Tan
zania has since the early 1960s been quietly and steadily expanding
the public sector stake in mIning" manufacturing" export-import
trade" processing" banking and insurance. The National Develop
ment Corporation (industry" mining" hotels" ranching)" INTRATA
(import-export)" National Insurance Corporation" TANESCO
(electricity)" Co-Operative Bank" Tanganyika Bank of Commerce,
and co-operative federation cotton ginning and coffee pulping-
curing were all going concerns by mid-1966. A 50%-equity purchase
optiO'!1 was held in TlPER (oil refining)" the two major t NDC and.ls
under construction were owned fully or dominantly by ~ JOC a.nd
co-operative federations. In 1966 Zantam Road Services and
Tazama Pipeline were launched as Zambian - Tanzanian government
controlled corporations with approximately one-third Tanzanian
public-sector equity. There were two major failures: in co
operative marketing via COSATA (since reformed into a relatively
successful wholesale adjunct of INTRA TA)" and co-operative
transport on a national basis (now in liqnidatIon). These marred"
but were far from. refuting" an overall record of increasing and
increasingly effective public-sector participation in directly pro
ductive activity.

This record has been read in Tanzania as demonstrating
that public economic activity can be made to work efficiently and
profitably. However" the lack of weight in the financial sector and
the slow growth of direct ownership backed influence in manu
facturing created doubts as to whether a socialist economy could be
built solely by gradualism. At the same time the failure of the
Geneva Conference on Trade and Development (UNCTAD) and the
iInminent failure of the Kennedy Round of GATT to lead to any sub
stantial international economic system reform benefitting developing
economies underlined the fact that Tanzania1s hope for 80% foreign
aid financing of the public-sector Development Plan programme
and for large private industrial investment inflows on a continuing
basis were unrealistic. On the other hand, domestic development
finance (partly because of the establishment of an effective
National Provident Fund) over the first three years of the Plan
out-stripped the five-year target and stood at over 50% (as opposed
to a goal of 20%) of Plan finances actually secured and utilised.
Both the necessity and possibility of greater self-reliance were
seen to be convincingly demonstrated.

The early 1967 economic position was sound" despite un
favourable late 1966 weather" which indicated that 1966 1s 12% growth
of gross domestic products would not be repeated in 1967. Inter
national reserves had ~isen to over £20-million; a recurrent Budget

revenue surplus over estimates of £2-million was confidently anti
cipated. Economic manreuvering room for coping with the short-run
effects of radical chang~s was in hand. However" as President
Nyerere's long tour of January showed" the prosperous aggregate
figures and buoyant urban incomes were not matched by significant
per capita gains in rural real income over 1961-6. Too much of
the growth in consumption had gone to the urban elite - making
the 350" 000 wage earners as well as the growing salariat and
property owners and businessmen. The creation of a propertied
political- bureaucratic - technical elite with rapidly rising standards
of living, increasIng ties with the private productive sector" and a
growing gulf from 90% of the population was proceeding apace des
pite the government's and President's intentions and policies.

A first hint of this had come in the 1965 elections with
their dramatic sweeping out of most backbench and a few frontbench
MP s and a second in the violent reaction of university students to
sacrifices for rural development and austerity" shown in their de
monstrations in the autumn of 1966 against compulsory National
Service. Tanzania was getting ahead economically but neither the
distribution of gains" the overall pattern of economic control, nor
the emergent socio-politicalpatternswere acceptable to President
Nyerere nor a majority of the Cabinet. Nor were they consistent
with TANU's goals or in accord with any plausible reading of the
voters' desires as recorded in 1965 0

Corrective action began in autumn 1966. The student
demonstrators (almost 400 strong) were sent down; the delay in
manpower development was viewed as a necessary price to block
the creation of the material-welfare-oriented graduate elite" so
contempuous of the poor and ignorant" all too easily observed
elsewhere in Africa - verbally radical" arrogant" self-centred.
Civil service salaries above £660 were cut on a progressive scale
reaching a 10% top for Principal Secretaries and the Cabinet and
PresIdent took 20% cuts. Action was set in motion to create
machinery to limit urban wage increases to 50/0 a year and tie them
to productivity. The rate was seen as the highest plausible goal for
rural income per capita growth and" therefore" the maximum wages
could be allowed to rise without leading to growing urban exploitation
of the countryside. At the same time" studies were instituted"
aimed at creating a basically consistent civil service-parastatal
employee wage and salary structure to prevent emergence of a two
class public-sector income pattern. On another front" reformation
and strengthening of the co-operative movement was begun to
increase the role this arm of the public sector could play in
future implementation of development- strategy.

II

The week of February 6-11 was no less a series of bomb
shells for being a logical denouement. The continuation of 1966
pOlicy trends and the requirement that political 'leaders and their
immediate families divest themselves of all business and property
interests were~ and are" two vital strands in the post-Arusha
programme. But the most dramatic component was the nationalisation
of banks" insurance business (not existing policies)" flour milling"
selected import-export firms.t and - by somewhat different pro
cedures - partial nationalisation of seven major industrial firms
and (still to be formulated and implemented) the sisal industry. It
was and is also the area of action in which most could go wrong
most rapidly.

Overall results by mid-1967 ·were highly - indeed
surprisingly - positive. No bank run had ever developed and deposits
had risen significantly. Temporary capital-account exchange controls
against Kenya and Uganda were lifted in the June 14 Budget Speech
without any significant capital flight ensuing. A sharp trade re
cession follOWing nationalisation bottomed out in March-April in
the face of maintained retail sales and a rapid return to January
commercial sector levels was in progress until disruption of
imports follOWing Suez Canal closure - an event hardly to be
attributed to Arusha. After some transitional problems" all of the
fully nationalised firm s were operating effectively and - with the
exception of banking - making substantial use of holdover managerial
and technical expertise. Equally significant preliminary data indi
cated that all were operating well in the black. National Development
Corporation negotiations in five of seven cases were believed to be.
nearing final agreed conclu~ions on acquisition of 490/0- 60'- of equity
with associated loan provisions allOWing repayment to be largely
from dividends received on the shares. A similar agreement was
in the final stages of negotiation in regard to taking up the 011
refinery 5% purchase option.

Compensation discussions have apparently moved
reasonably smoothly and rapidly with four major exceptions 
Barclays and the Standard Bank and two of the partially nationalised
industrial firms. Two banks and the minority shareholders in the
National Insurance Corporation had already agreed on settlements
on the principle of payment for net value of assets acquired and an
impression existed by early July that fairly rapid agreements could
be reached with three or four more banks and most if possibly not
all of the trading firms and mills. Significantly in several cases



in which various liabilities to the former owners' other bra.nches
were important in relation to compensation claims, servicing and
repayment (including£. 85-million to National and Grindlays) had
been continued with only minor transi.tional delays. Full settlement
of the probable bill of f10-million including the partially
nationalised industries and the TIPER option purchase but excluding
the still undefined sisal programme - by immediate payment
is clearly not intended. Yet Tanzania apparently envisages making
substantial down payments" interest on unpaid balances, and full
settlement of all 100% takeover payments by 1972 with full converti
bility of payments to foreign investors guaranteed. Rough estimates
suggested that by 1970 annual earnings on this public-sector
investment should be on the order of £2-mill'on.

The outlook for early settlements with the British banks
appears dim. All three had been making and remitting over 100%
annual profits on net investments in Tanzania as recorded in their
books. Barclays and Standard had each frozen over £l-million of
Tanzanian deposits, rapidly withdrawn key staffJ and issued ten
dentious statements on the Tanzanian economy and probable com
pensation claims. An aura of real anger and a firm belief that
the banks - not Tanzanian - are acting unfairl and unreasonably
is evident in Dar es Salaam and is believed to be shared by the
experienced Danish auditing firm head retained by the Treasury to
handle auditing, valuation and other technical aspects of com
pensation. With the National Bank of COlnmerce functioning with
growing efficiency and assurance, possessing a worldwide network
of correspondents" and having built up £5-million in overseas
balances ( surprisingly, without any parallel reduction in Bank
of Tanzanian foreign exchange holdings which stood at £22 -million
in June)J Tanzania feels under no pressure to settle on the British
banks· terms of over £6-million pounds when net assets per the
banks' own books stood at under £l-million at the time of
nationalisation. A series of settlements with other firms 
including banks - is likely to be advanced by Tanzania as clear
evidence that her policy of fair compensation promptly agreed
upon is being followed in practice and that the banks have only
themselves to blame for any deadlock.

What stresses and strains the nationalisation process
has posed and how heavy the present burden on key officials and
managers is, are questions exceedingly difficult to answer from
the outside. Certainly... the Ministry of Finance" National Devel
opment CorporationJ and (at least in February-April) ational
Bank of Commerce and National Insurance Corporation have
appeared to be operating at well above permanently sustainable
workloads for existing senior staff with resultant delays in handling
issue s of l~ss than top priority. At least in the last tree case s
both structural reorganisations and recruitment of additional senior
per sonnel appeared by mid -year to be creating a e ss hectic and
more orderly pattern of operations.

By December 1967 further progress was visible on
several fronts. Counting the 60% industrial companies (as well
as sisal in which nationalisation took definite form only in November)
final agreements had been negotiated covering over 50% of the total
volume of nationalisations. Several large settlements in banking,
milling and export-import appeared likely to be reached in late
1967 or early 1968. Tanzania appeared well on the way to acnieving
the fastest and in many respects the most amicable set of agree
ments in respect of compensation of any country ever carrying out
a broad front nationalisation programme. Estimates of the total
ultimately payable run between £15-million and £20-million.

Sisal nationalisation - predictably under the aegis of a
parastatal Tanzania Sisal Corporation - involves somewhat over
thirty-five companies and twice as many estates. The TSC
directly owns and operates several groups and holds a controlling
60% interest in a larger number. Combined with the previous
government shareholding in Ralli Estates (whose general manager
has now gone to the TSC in the same capacityL the nationalisation
provisions give the public sector control over 60% of Tanzania's
sisal production. Tanzania's present sisal policy is apparently
intended to operate on at least three fronts: rationalisation and
improvement of production, attainment of an effective inter
national sisal agreement, creation of more diversified uses for
sisal. The TSC is planning to make increased use of hybrids
and of improved agricultural methods to raise yield and lower
cost per hectare on the best sisal land while developing other
uses for its marginal land. The September Rome sisal agree
ment already provides for 1968 quotas designed to result in
pushing sisal prices at least back to their 1965 levels; these
prices.. while depressed, would allow at least a breakeven or
marginal profit position for the Tanzanian industry. The long
pending investigations and discussions on a sisal pulp and paper
mill directed largely toward the export market seemed to be
nearing a positive conclusion with a possible boost of 30.. 000 tons
fibre equivalen t to Tanzania by 1971.

Nationalised sector operations continued to show rising
efficIency and profitabUity in the latter half of 1967. ational
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Bank of Commerce and State Trading Corporation preliminary
announcements in particular suggested that the parastatal bodies
were securing economie s of scale and elimination of duplication
allowing higher profits than the aggregated totals of their private
predecessors. In the case of several firms the new operating
management takes the form of hiring the former private owners
(especially where they remain minority owners) as managing
agents with contractual obligations to train Tanzanian successors
in a specified manner over a definite period of time.

Business confidence continued to revive in the latter
part of 1967. The good short rain s which promised improved
agricult ural prospects for 1968" the signing of the East African
Treaty in June and its coming into force in December, and the
government's demonstration that it neither in tended to engage
in random nationalisation nor in harassment of business all con
tributed to this result. By the autumn, consumer goods import
levels were running parallel with or slightly ahead of 1966 levels.
Private investment explorations and discussions - both domestic
and foreign - appeared to be continuing at a high level. The
decision to proceed with the NDC agreement with Mansfield Tyre
Co. in respect of a Sh 45 million plant aimed at the East African
Regional market was announced almost immediately after the
East African Treaty came into force December 1.

While British devaluation resulted in substantial short
term losses for all three East African states it appeared unlikely
to affect their basic economic position significantly.. a view
apparently reflected in the joint East African decision to maIntain
the IMF parity value of the Tanzania, KenyaJ and Uganda shillings.
The entry into operation of the East African Community at ArushaJ
December 1 - especially marked as it was by membership appli
cations from Ethiopia and Zambia and an indication of at least
one more in the immediate future - was probably a far nlore
significant event in terms of Tanzanian and East African develop
ment. In the short run 1968 appears likely to be a better year
than 1967. Bad rains in late 1966 and early 1967 have probably
held growth of domestic output to 4%- 5% in 1967 compared to
1966's record 10.5%. With satisfactory short rains already in
hand and 1967' s continuation of rapid growth in the non-
agricul tural economy to confirin the 1964- 6 trend a 7%- 9% growth
rate for 1968 appeared a reasonable prediction as 1967 drew to a
close.

What has been achieved in addition to a potentially
profitable public- sector investment? Direct control over the
modern sector of the econorny and over savings lnobilisation
appears to be the imlnediate answer. The National Provident
FundJ l'YIC, Be J and Co-Operative Bank mobilise and channel
almost all private savings other than direct reinvestment. The
fully and partly nationalised firIns together with previous holdings
add up to a 40%-50% public-sector stake in manufacturing and
processing. Taking manufacturing, processingJ finance .. public
utilitiesJ and mining together the public sector controls between
65% and 70% of the core of the modern productive sector. The
implications and potential for overall investment allocation
economic policy implementation, and effective comprehensive
planning are clear. How soon significant and consistent use can
be made of this potential is less certain. The 1969-74 Second
Plan period may be the most realistic expectation. 1968" how
ever, will probably see initial action in redirection of financial
institution resources at least marginally in support of expanded
parastatal and co-operative investment progran'lmes and
rationalisation and planned expansion in the Inilling, tinningJ
commercial and banking sectors. To date, the paucity of high
level personnel - far more than lack of either will or vision 
appears to have required that attention be focused on handling
transitional questions of cornpensation, managelnent contractsJ
transfer of control and achieving continued efficient and profit
able operation, While frustrating to those hoping for instant
change s in overall economic sy stem operation, this systen'l of
priorities has at least had the merit that unless a successful
transition is achieved no basic strategy for change can possibly
be implernented successfully, To turn private-sector profits
into public deficits neither stimulates development nor promotes
sociali Sln,

III

Overall policy since the Arusha Declaration, while
superfic .ally less radically al tered than public-ownership
p.olicie s, also show s a fairl) consistent and cumulatively signi
~lcant pattern of change. Separation of business and politics
IS proceed"ng - albeit with a number of grumbles and possibly
a few resignations. One cluster of noticeable developments
focuses on education and rnanpower.

Ninety per cent of the expelled students have been
reinstated - hopefully with at least more respect for the
government's commitment to acting on behalf of the poor workers
and peasants and perhaps with some rethinking of the obligations
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of indiv idual members of an educated, salaried elite toward
national development. Serious Party, Presidential and Minist
erial attention is being paid to reforming primary education to
centre less on the (at most) one in ten who will continue to
secondary school and more on the majority who will live and
work in the rural society -economy. The difficulty which has
bedevilled previous rural-life-oriented programmes of
education in Africa is in the achievement of a genuine and
relevant education and not a smattering of low quality pseudo
craft-training cum punitive gardening. This is recognised
and some of the initial efforts toward more agriculture - oriented
syllabuses appear promising.

Tanzania's manpower planning unit has always been
not only one of the most effective sections of its Ministry but
one of the most serious manpower planning operations in
Africa. One result of its ongoing reassessment of requirements
::lnd supplies has been a major shift in priority toward increasing
flow s of secondary school and university graduates to the
directly productive (parastatal) sectors and in shifting the
allocation pattern of university scholarships along similar
lines. In this it is perhaps the first African national manpower
planning programme to act on the fairly clear fact that if a
country is serious about achieving control over economic
decision-making then productive-sector managerial and tech-
nical positions are priority candidates for "citizenisation Jl

- far
ahead, of the last 200/0 of the civil service or the last 30%-40%
of secondary school teachers. The irrational combination of
serious ambitions toward comprehensive planning and national
management of the economy on the one hand combined with
allocating almost all national high level manpower to
traditional central government and teaching positions has been
a major weakness of even the best of African manpower devel
opmen t and allocation plans - vide Zambia's recent endeavour.
One effect of Arusha has apparently been to bring an effective
realisation of this fact in Tanzania.

The 1967-8 Budget has clearly been framed with
the goals of self-reliance, increased development effort
especially in rural areas, and progress toward equitable in
come distribution and socialism in mind. Rather oddly this is
most evident in the Budget Speech and the Revenue Estirnates.
Both report and propose a coherent pattern of extending and im
proving the quality of overall and particularly financial sector
economic policy linked with an ambitions and lnoderately pro
gressive programme of tax increases which - apart from the
special case of coffee - clearly have far greater urban than rural
incidence. Much of the 1966-7 surplus of revenue over esti
mates has bee~ allocated to BC and NIC capitilisation, an DC
tannery project designed to speed cattle industry development,
and clearing a number of unavoidable accrued commitments to
free 1967- 8 funds 'for development purposes. Counting an initial
allocation of £. 75-million to compensation (expected to be
augmented by at least as much in profit transfers from the
nationalised firms), the recurrent budget contribution to devel
opment comes to £3-million compared to a nil estilnate and
£1. 5-million outturn in 1966-7. Domestic development finance
estimates have risen to a record £ll-million with no apparent
intention to utilise deficit finance beyond the counterpart of
currency expansion needed to accompany increased domestic
product.

Agriculture and co-operatives, rural roads, and
other spending of direct benefit to the rural economy and society
appear to show an average 25% increase on recurrent expendi
ture estimates compared to 9% for all ministerial votes. On
development account their intended growth (counting only projects
for which finance is provided in the estimates) ranges up to
75% compared with about 30% average increases over the com
parable 1966-7 figures. Expansion of rural credit, closer
linkage of industrial development to providing markets for rural
output and producing mass consumption goods and construction
materials for and inputs into the rural economy, and more
effective feasibility and pre-implementation programming all
feature prominently in the Minister of Economic Affairs and
Development Planning's speech on his 1967- 8 programme.
Details on these points - except the improvements in planning
and plan implementation and control procedures - are rather
sketchy but a clear prioretisation and focus does emerge.

On the East African front, June 6 saw the signature
of the Treaty for East African Co-operation setting up the
reformed East African Economic Community effective December 1.
Most of Tanzania's points in regard to more equitable distribution
of the income effects of the joint services and the creation of
policies and funds for encouraging more equal industrial develop
ment appear to be met in way s consistent with effective action by
the parastatal sector in taking advantage of the opportunities
provided.

The Arusha Declaration's affirmation that subject

to bUilding self reliance and socialisln continued and even ex
panded foreign aid and private investment were desired has been
underlined in subsequent policy. 1966-7's increase in overseas
technical personnel recruitment and the need to step up this
'renting' of manpower in support of national development including
manpower training has been stressed. Toe 1967- 8 Budget calls
for the use of £12 - million of foreign loan s and grants (all secured
but not over £10-rnillion really likely to be used because the
funded development prograrnrne alluost certainly exceeds phy sical
and manpower capacity limits) and at least £2-million more is
likely to be invested in support of parastatal development. 1967-8
therefore may Inark the first time Tanzania has regained the
1961-2 level of foreign loans and grants received after a 50% fall
to 1963-4 and a rather sluggish recovery since.

Both jointly with NDC - which has recently completed
formation of two significant new joint ventures - and alone prIvate
investment in Tanzania since Arusha has continued to be signi
ficant. Industrial Promotion Services - the large and important
Ismaeli Community investment and management trust - has indi
cated its intention to continue its recent high levels of investment
and is negotiating for closer relations with NDC including a
substantial NDC shareholding in IF S.

The second half of 1967 saw continued attention to
implementation of the education, rural development, and incomes
distribution a~pects of the Arusha Declaration. While actual
results were still limited and the degree to which specific pro
programmes in hand or in preparation would meet the aspirations
expressed in the declaration, enough had already been accomplished
to indicate that serious efforts ! n planning, policy formation
and insitutional reform were being made and that much more than
lip service or routine programme face lifting was under way.

Rural development strategy in particular appeared to
be in the midst of overall reformulation. A rural development
bank to provide better channels for credit distribution to farmers
through co-operatives and to other rural productive ventures 
perhaps through the National Bank of Commerce - is reported to
be under detailed study. A new Regional Development Fund to
expedite the implementation of small projects, provide for
regional\ initiative in their selection, and marbnall local resources
to complement national in their effectuation was scheduled to
commence operation in early 1968. The theme of rural co-operation
directed to improved techniques a'1d inputs provided largely through
self help with supporting government educational and technical
services and credit - as opposed to capital intensive settlernent
schemes - had been stressed again by President Nyerere in a
paper on Ujaama Villages.

Incomes and prices policy machinery began to take
shape in the late autumn. A new industrial tribunal to ensure that
wages guidelines limiting overall increases, relating them to
productivity, and ensuring that they tended to decrease inequal
ities among wage earners was set up by legisl?ttion at the Mwanza
session of the National Ass·embly. A programme for co-ordinating
levels 'of non-wage and salary benefits prOVided in the parastatal
sector to those provided by the government service was adopted.
Price controls were imposed on a limited 11st of staple goods and
an advisory board set up to provide a forum for focusing attention
on unwarranted price changes allOWing subsequent marshalling of
public opinion - and if necessary state action - on problem areas.
The need to ensure that no insurmountable pressures were imposed
on the incomes and prices machinery in its early day s of operation
probably played a part in the Tanzanian decision not to devalue the
shilling mentioned earlier.

IV

The combination of enthusiasm for Arusha Declaration
implementation with Tanzania's rather decentralised decision
making process and limited high level manpower and communication
capacities has led to an appearance of disorder and of aberrational
policy decisions as well as to a rather larger but far less publi
cised number of sound local initiatives. The Regional Commissioner
who interfered with NBC operations received much more publicity
than those who promptly offered their support; the Regional and
Area Commissioners who (usually jointly with their party and
development committees) have worked out effective agricultural
and area development programmes based on self reliance are little
known outside their home areas but the much smaller number whose
initiatives have been less soundly considered have received far
greater press coverage.

An example is the "urban influx contrOl" - " rural
return encouragementll programme. Given African social and
economic conditions a large body of urban unemployed and un
employable is almost certain to arise given a 'laissez faire' approach
The social and political impact of such an anomistic, frustrated
pseudo-proletariat are potentially disastrous. In Tanzania - which
has adequate fertile land available in most areas - the most plausible



solution is to limit movement to cities and require return to the land
for those who clearly have no real prospects of legitimate urban
employment. A number of areas (including several secondary towns)
have implemented reasonably successful action along these lines
linked with some assistance to the returned individuals during a
transitional period. In Dar es SalaatTI, however, a less well con
ceived and more sweeping programme was projected and widely
publicised. If implemented in its original form it would have led
to inequities, denial of individual rights, and considerable chaos
as certain legitimate avenues of self employment were arbitrarily
defined as "unemployed".

Immediate and sustained widespread criticism was
voiced, initial changes toward more orderly and fair procedures
were made apparently under Cen tl'c; ~ Goyernment influence, and in the
event a very cautious and limited (probably too rnuch so) set of
actions directed almost solely against known vagrants with
criminal records and unemployed willing to accept the offer of free
transport to their home areas was carried out.

This example typifies one aspect of the decision making
and governmental structure in Tanzania which is misleading to the
casual observer. One of Tanzania's strengths is that wide partici
pation and considerable decentralisation in decision making has
been achieved and maintained within an overall framework of clear
overall national goals. Tanzania is far from monolithic in its
approach to issues or programmes, policies or projects-discussion
is by and large free and open and there is wide room for local and
individual initiative. However, especially in the context of limited
manpower and faul ty communication (within government between
levels and at anyone level, as well as between the capital and the
regions, and the regions and smaller units), there is a price for
these characteristics. It is one of apparent and often real incon
sistencies, sometimes unsound local or ministerial initiatives,
and an appearance of a chaotic, and a reality of a somewhat mess~
decision making and implementing process. The last point is
magnified by the fleXibility of the sy stem - wrong decisions are
fairly readily and freely recognised as such and steps taken to
reverse them, consistent with a new approach to the basic goal
intended. Some such strategic retreats have been made) with
open discussion and publicity rather uncharacteristic of govern
ments retreating from mistakes; e. g. co-operative and trade
union reforms, initial "transformation" settlement scheme freeze.
Others have been equally real in practical policy effect but less
publicised; e. g. the Dar es S3.laam urban unemployed programme
cited earlier. Both the built-in evaluation mechanisms of the
government and the responsiveness to public opinion of both the
government and the party tend to avoid pe rsistence in error.

Clearly, false starts are expensive; clearly, incon
sistencies and non-coordination waste resources. On the other
hand, obvious methods of curing the se defects by greater central
isa tion, le ss freedom and initiative, and slower decision making
would probably entail higher costs than gains. An appearance of
consistency and order could be achieved but only at the expense
of creativity, participation, flexibility and responsiveness. Almost
certainly, le ss would be achieved and the danger of alienation of
the government and party from the people and of higher from lower
officials, which are always terrifyingly immediate in Africa, would
be sharply increased. Certainly, there is a less than fully recog
nised need to improve efficiency in order to maintain the momentum
in this direction generated over 1964- 7 because the alternative is
probably a deterioration of the government decision making process
into fragmented chaos and ineffectiveness.

On the other hand, serious attention is focused on
the problem and some corrective measures are alread.y in progress.
A basic cure cannot be achieved until highly qualified Tanzanians
and the programme s of adult and local leader eduction (including
those of TANU) are much more numerous and effective than at
present. Recent re - shuffling of ministrie s and of per sonnel has
been aimed at increasing coordination of policy making and in
strengthening the capacity for regional and area development oriented
administration. At the same time at least three officials viewed as
exemplifying irrational interference with parastatal and for private
bodies have been quietly shifted to less sensitive posts or dropped.
The revised planning procedure s cited earlier and a serie s of inter
ministerial official committee s already appear to be having some
effect in coordinating and focusing central government policy making.
Tanzania's strength certainly does not lie in the ability never to
make mistakes but in the ability to perceive, correct, and learn
from them.

The greatest present problem is probably holding the
Speed attempted on the road from Arusha within the limits of the
attainable. Speed is essential - time is against poor nations com
batting rising expectations and the ever present threat of situational
demagoguery in general and the would - be socialist democracy seeking
to avoid entrenchment of a dominant domeStic capitalist system while
utilising the development potential of a mixed economy and signifi
cant foreign resources. Unfortunately, there is a point at which
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greater attelnpted speed has led to slowdowns or breakdowns - vide
Ghana, GuineaJ Algeria and in sorne respects the UAR.

Because there are few built-in, self-operating checks
on the senior public entrepreneur, planner, technocrat, rninister J

adviser or administrator, such men must be rnore irnaginative,
able,' dedicated and honest than their counterparts in a basically
private enterprise econom;y if high ideals are to be Lnaintained and
attained. It can be argued that the private enterprise alternative is
not really possible in Africa because the socio-econolnic setting
makes it inevitably self corrupting - vide the exper:ence of Liberia,
Morocco and Nigeria with quasi - capitalist cum bureaucratic /political
class ruled systems - but this does not ease the constraints on the
socialist approach. If the handfull of rnen with integrity, ability, and
vision are overworked either men lacking in one or more of these
qualities gain real operating power at the centre or overall control
is lost and both men without vision and men of ill intent have too
much licence to misinterpret and non or misimplement accidentally,
or with deliberate intent. Concentration of human and decision making
resources on the most critical areas is essential to rapid develop
ment including that of human resources and decision Inaking capacity.

By December 1967 a series of measures designed to
implement the Arusha Declaration I s provisions for the separation
of public sector leadership and private business roles had been
adopted. In respect of politicians these had been passed by the
National Assembly at Mwanza after moderately heated debate and
a very limited number of amendments making minor exceptions in
respect of seasonal farming and professional office assistant
employment but not rental housing. The effective date for divest
iture of business interests - or retirement from public life - for
both political and government or parastatal servIce officials is
the first anniversary of the Declaration. It is already evident
that there will be a number of political resignations and possibly
a few among the senior public service but that the numbers are
unlikely to be large enough to cause major problems in political
governmental or public sector administration.

One minor political I eau se celebre' did erupt in
Tanzania during the summer of 1967 - the so - called 'affalre
Kambona'. While never as Widely discussed or as seriously taken
in Tanzania as abroad it did demonstrate the sometimes surprising
incongruities in a position of radical nationalism" verbal socialism,.
and per sonal business involvement, on the one hand, and the
critical role of popular and armed services office loyalty to the
government on the other.

Oscar Kambona had been a founder and Secretary
General of TANU as well as a leading parliamentarian and cabinet
men1ber. While he was saId to have lost in influence relative to
Vice President Kawawa, he and his family remained an acknow
ledged force in TANU and the government. The Kambona's had
built up a number of connections with dome stlc and foreign private
business and many of them lived in relative affluence; on the
other hand Oscar Kambona had always been viewed as a member of
the radical Wing of TANU and been subjected to often vitriolic
Western criticism as a friend of the East.

At the time of the Arusha Declaration it was widely
believed that Minister Kambona had favoured more wide ranging
nationalisation, especially of foreign owned firms, and felt that
the fair compensation promises were too generous. However, in
subsequent ministerial changes Kambona appeared to be demoted
and resigned first from the Cabinet and then from the TANU
Secretary Generalship pleading ill health. Rumours - believed
to be traceable to Kambona and his associates - began to
circulate saying he had been pushed out by a cabal plotting against
the President and the Declaration. Kambona declined to clarify
his position. Several individuals - including the cashiered
Secretary General of the TANU Youth League, who had been fired
for interference with parastatal institution operations - then
approached army officers in the names of Kambona and former
Zanzibar Vice-President Hanga seeking a coup to save the
Declaration and the President by overthrOWing the government.

The officers reported directly to their commander and he to the
President. Five detentions resulted - not including Mr. Hanga,
who appears to have been quite unaware of the use of his name.

Kambona then departed for the United Kingdom, taki1
substantial funds with him and threatening major disclosures. At
the same time it began to be heard in Dar es Salaam that his
differences with his colleagues had indeed centred on the Arusha
Declaration but on his opposition to the divestiture provisions for
Tanzanians. Despite statements by both the President and several
Ministers that Mr. Kambona should indeed state openly why he had
resigned and left and, by implication, what his relationships were
~ith tho~e o~,hiS supporters who had sought to suborn a coup, no

revelahons and for that matter no press conference transpired.
In. Tanzania Kambona and his allies were not only apparently
wlthout substantial support but no longer the object of serious
interest or discussion by late autumn. Tanzania's political system
had apparently answered a question often asked by friends and
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members as well as critics and observers - of many African
political structures - what will happen when the first major
defection takes place? Neither the stability of the government~ the
rule of law, the possibility of open criticisms of public policy ~

the loyalty of the armed forces, or the confidence of the public
were ever seriously called into question at any point in "l'affaire

Kambona" .
Certainly President Nyerere and his senior ministers

have proven themselves well aware of these unpalatable facts in
the past. Their record is that of pragmatic~ realistic, and cautious
men of principle committed to basic goals and their realisation by
methods which were both consistent with the goals and practicable.
The truism that freedom of action is possible only with a clear
understanding of the nature and limits of the basic necessity within
which it operates has been acted upon in most cases. If this
pattern continues and the success to date of Arusha implementation
does not lead to an attempt to introduce another major speeding up
of the pace of change over the next eighteen months before present
gains can be consolidated and formulated into an ongoing operational
pattern there is reason to expect Tanzania's record of imaginative,
principled and successful social~ political and economic develop
ment shaped by and for Tanzanians to be maintained and built
upon.
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